2010 Virgo horoscope - Kanya horoscope
Moon is in Gemini in your 10th house
Very successful and perspective period is waiting for you ahead. Creative approaches and opportunities
for additional earning are on the cards. You will share a very good rapport with seniors and supervisors. A
marked increase in your income is indicated. There will be expansion of trade and increase iof reputation.
Overall this is a period of all round successs.
Mars is in Cancer in your 11th house
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You can
make great progress professionally. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities both at the
career and domestic fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact with compatible
persons in the course of your official duties/ travels. You will be precious metals, gems and jewelry. Your
children will require attention as they will be more vulnerable during this period.
Mercury is in Sagittarius in your 4th house
During this period there can be good gains from property transactions. Financial disputes can get decided
in your favor. You will be able identify new sources of income. Long-awaited pay raises will materialize.
Business journeys will be successful and productive. The most important feature of this period is that you
can experience a positive increase in the level of respect that you enjoy - whatever be your station in life.
You will be inclined to spend on luxuries and buy a new vehicle.
Jupiter is in Aquarius in your 6th house
This is not a very adequate period for you. Your opponents will try to damage your reputation. You may
have to be involved in unprofitable deeds. Sudden financial loss is on the cards. A tendency of taking
risks should be curbed as it is not a very harmonious period for you. Dispute on small issues with relatives
and friends is on cards. Don't take major decisions otherwise you will be in trouble. Beside this, you might
have to get indulge in thankless job. The period indicates menstrual trouble to ladies, dysentery and eye
trouble.
Venus is in Sagittarius in your 4th house
You will yield a lot of power, the likes of which you have probably not experienced before. On the
personal front, your loved ones will rely on you for providing them and comforting them. You will earn a lot
of fame and recognition. Your mental energy will be great. Most importantly, things between you and your
spouse will be at their sweetest. Birth of a child is on the cards. Your subordinate shall extend their full
support towards you. Overall this period will be very pleasant.
Saturn is in Virgo in your 1th house
This is not the best period to begin new long-term relationships/ friendships. There could be vital issues in
professional or personnel life which can cause anxiety. It's always better to be optimistic than to be
pessimistic .There is also a contraction in love and feelings mostly due to which the satisfaction level
would be poor. The chance of happiness in love is low. Birth of an issue may bring happiness in your
home. New relationships will have less than normal chances of taking off controversy and issues could
come up. There may be diseases related to wind and cold. Good stability of mind is seen at the last
phase of this period.
Rahu is in Sagittarius in your 4th house
Volatility & some lack of direction in career will prevail as the period starts. You should avoid new projects
or major changes in career during this time. You will not be able to cope well with your friends and
relatives. Unwanted situations may arise, which can create fighting, troubles into your life. Don't adopt

undesirable means for quick monetary gains. Working/service conditions shall not be satisfactory. There
could be danger of accident/mishap. Try to build up your confidence to cope with awkward situations
which will come in this period. You may have cough problems, asthmatic complaints or rheumatic pains.
Ketu is in Gemini in your 10th house
You will be able to maintain good rapport with your superiors which is very beneficial to you on long run.
Loss of position is indicated during this period. Your mind will be full of innovative and creative thoughts,
but don't try to apply them without realizing the pros and cons of the situations. You should give more
attention to your domestic life. Travel is on your cards and would be very rewarding. There are chances of
ill health of your family members so take good care of them as well as yours.
Virgo Love & Sex Forecast 2010:
If there’s one thing astrology can tell us about your sign Virgo, it’s that you are the most discerning of
them all – particularly when it comes to love. You’re cautious and deliberate in your actions because you
strive to achieve that perfect union. Just remember that if you spend so much time waiting for perfection,
love might pass you right by.
In 2010 there will be exciting developments in your love life thanks to a confluence of rare planetary
alignments that will come at you from every which way, Virgo.
Virgo in a Relationship Forecast 2010:
Do I hear wedding bells Virgo? Jupiter, the planet of expansion, will enter your 7th house of committed
partnerships on January 17th 2010 and will be there all year except June 6th 2010 – September 9th
2010. Jupiter in this part of your chart suggests that a buoyant and most fortunate partnership is in the
stars for you. If you’re already in a relationship then 2010 could be the year you tie the knot Virgo. You’ll
be lucky in love.
Single & Dating Virgo Forecast 2010:
In 2010 your fifth house of true love and sex will be the focus of powerful Eclipses. This energy should not
be taken lightly because Eclipses are rare and powerful events with the ability to change your life
direction overnight, Virgo.
On January 15th 2010 there will be a Solar Eclipse in this part of your chart linked closely to Venus, the
planet of love. If you’re single then you can fully expect the universe to bring new love into the Virgo's life.
A Lunar Eclipse on June 26th 2010 will add to the depth in your love and sex life.
Pluto, the planet of “death, rebirth and transformation” is now in this part of your chart as well, killing off
your old, outworn ideas about love. Your passionate nature runs deep with Pluto in the part of your chart
that rules sex. An affair could never be lighthearted for the Virgo in 2010. You want to experience the
power of love.

